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Abbreviated abstract: Since the creation of baseball, many rules set in place have stayed
consistent with no scientific evidence supporting the reasoning behind them. One major rule that
needs to be questioned is the utilization of relief pitchers. Relief Pitchers have been classified under
the following “roles:” Closers, Setup Men, Middle Relievers, Long Relievers, Left-Handed Specialists,
and Openers. They are expected to perform in those situations. But what makes a “Closer?” By using
K-Means Cluster Analysis, it is possible to reclassify relievers in ways they have never been utilized
before.
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Problem, Data, Previous Works
• FanGraphs Data

• Relief pitchers since post-steroid era (2006-present)
• Minimum of 20 innings pitched

• Exported into Excel
• Turned percentages into decimals

• Imported into RStudio for correlation/cluster analysis
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The correlation didn’t show too many strong 
relationships. This is how I wanted to 
construct my data, that way each metric 
represented would tell its own story for each 
reliever. The only metrics kept with strong 
relationships were ones I felt necessary to 
keep for accurate conclusions once
the clusters were created. 
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Methods
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• 3D plot with K%, FB%, and GB%
• Formed compact clusters that showed unique 

patterns within their statistics.
• We can classify each cluster and use them in 

situations that suit their strengths.
• For example, Cluster 3 (top right of the graph)

• high GB%, low FB% and a slightly below-
average K% 
• Groundball specialists of the data. 

• Cluster 6 sits about in the middle of all three 
metrics.
• The worst performing cluster with no 

strengths in anything. 
• Can be used in blowout games or if you need 

to rest other pitchers on your staff. This is 
also a great cluster to throw debuting 
pitchers.
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Results and Conclusions
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There are 6 unique groups of pitchers who can be used in various situations throughout the course of a game. 
From here, we can use baseball simulation techniques to manage a team with our new method and compare the 
results with standard utilization of relievers. By using K-Means Cluster Analysis, we can find insights on how to 
utilize pitching staffs more effectively ultimately bringing in more wins for your team. In the future, I plan on 
testing my cluster’s in real game situations and reconstruct reliever’s salary based on their cluster-importance.


